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Monacelli Press, United States, 2014. Hardback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book. A luxurious look at nineteen private houses in the Hamptons, Long Island s exclusive summer
retreat--with architecture, interiors, and gardens from celebrity designers including Jonathan Adler
and Simon Doonan, John Barman, Fox-Nahem, Thad Hayes, Tony Ingrao, Todd Merrill, Roman
Williams, and Joe d Urso. These architects and interior designers are inspired by the island s
renowned natural beauty to create houses that set the global standards for oceanfront style.
Today, that means thoughtful, modern, highly personalized structures that reference the East End s
rich history and are designed to enhance appreciation of the fabled seaside landscape. The
properties range from shingled beach cottages to a redesigned 1840s barn and a sustainable, glass-
walled guesthouse on pilings. They display a curated blend of traditional references with cutting-
edge architecture and enviable art collections, finished by the South Fork s famous light and ocean
views. In some houses, a sense of calm pervades, and cozily appointed dining terraces with neutral
color schemes look out over peaceful docks, while in others, vibrant midcentury modern
accessories and outsize outdoor fireplaces point to frequent and exuberant pool parties. Whether
they are decorated with...
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It in a single of the most popular ebook. It really is simplified but excitement in the fi y percent from the pdf. It is extremely di icult to leave it before
concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Joy La ng osh-- Joy La ng osh

Merely no words and phrases to spell out. It is actually writter in basic words and phrases instead of di icult to understand. Your way of life span will
probably be enhance as soon as you complete reading this article ebook.
-- La ur en Q uitz on-- La ur en Q uitz on
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